
 

Nancy Rhodes 

Nancy Rhodes is a 500-hour RYT, 200-hour E-RYT YACEP certified yoga teacher that's 
been teaching in Birmingham since 2012.  She offers continuing education in body 
positive and fat acceptance yoga and raises awareness of sensitivity to trauma 
survivors.  Nancy is the owner and primary teacher at Abundance Yoga where yoga is 
accessible for all body shapes, sizes and physicality.  Her mission is to see every class 
taught with a sense of permission and acceptance for students to connect with their body 
in their own way. 

The Bees Knees Flow 
Yoga can be really uncomfortable when you have knee pain.  Join Nancy for a Slow 
Vinyasa practice that keeps you up off your knees but allows you to strengthen and 
stretch at your own pace.  
 
Becca Impello 
 
Becca Impello has been a yoga instructor and physical therapist in Birmingham since 
2000 and teaches classes that can be safely enjoyed by many abilities levels. She is co-
owner of Practice Works, a co-working community for health & wellness professionals 
and holistic hub for finding support for mindful living.  
 
Chair Challenge Yoga 
This class will go a few steps beyond a typical chair yoga class using a chair as a major 
prop to enhance and modify asana practice as well as provide support for balance and 
transitions. The class will include strength building, joint flexibility, balance and 
coordination, breath work and relaxation. This class is ideal for anyone with balance or 
neurological deficits, one sided weakness, or any need for a little extra support. You can 
safely challenge yourself in this class choosing the modifications that best meet your 
needs. Expect to do physical movements seated in the chair and standing, option to get 
down on the floor with use of the chair as needed. 
 
Jermaine Mitchell 
 
Jermaine Mitchell is an assistant professor at the University of Montevallo in Health and 
Human Services / Exercise and Nutrition Science, he received training in community 



based participatory research, designed to serve children and adults residing in 
disadvantaged minority communities.  
 
Chair Exercise  
Regular physical activity keeps your joints lubricated, which makes movement easier. It 
produces endorphins, which contribute to your overall sense of well-being and improves 
your overall health. This 60-minute chair-based class will provide range-of-motion and 
strengthening exercise to provide safe ways to stay active, reduce pain, and move more 
easily. Additionally, this session will consist of breathing and balance activities tailored for 
various ability levels. 
 
Robbie Lewis 
Robbie Lewis is founder of Hoop for Fitness, a hoop dance company that specializes in 
Beginning Hoop Dance instruction, advanced Hoop Dance classes, school and library 
programs, birthday parties and entertainment performances. www.hoopforfitness.com. 
205-515-3010 
 
You Can Hula Hoop, yes, YOU!  
Join Robbie with Hoop for Fitness for an introduction to Hoop Dance. Using an adult-
sized fitness hoop you will learn basic on and off-body moves, how to adhere them to 
music, and how to amaze your friends and even YOURSELF! Hoop dance is a form of 
creative movement art - which means there is no right or wrong. Come give it a spin and 
feel amazing! 
 
 

 
 

Brian Halterman (Atma Dharam) KRI Certified Kundalini Yoga and Meditation Teacher 
  
Brian Halterman (Atma Dharam) began a practice of yoga and meditation in 1989 and 
has been teaching Kundalini yoga since 2009. His main yoga practices are in the 
Kundalini and Ashtanga lineages, having studied with Gurmukh Khalsa and Richard 
Freeman, respectively. Brian fell in love with Buddhist philosophy after hearing the Dalia 
Lama speak in Berkeley and was an ordained Tibetan Buddhist monk for nearly 3 years. 
During his time as a monk, he lived, studied, and traveled with Lama Zopa Rinpoche, 
one of his main Tibetan teachers. Healso completed many meditation retreats with 
Garchen Rinpoche and had the amazing blessing of doing a year-long, solitary meditation 
retreat in Big Sur, CA. 
  
Brian combines his contemplative background, a lifetime of movement practices, and 
love of sacred music to create fun, transformative yoga and meditation classes. He’s also 
a manual therapist, practicing massage and bodywork for more than 25 years. He resides 
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in Birmingham, AL with his wife, the goddess Kewal Nam, and two stepchildren, Fox 
and Eli. He is honored to serve folks in a heart-centered way and impact people’s lives on 
a deeper, spiritual level. 
 
Healing Meditation and Gong Bath 
According to ancient traditions, healing happens when our vibration matches the divine 
vibration.  We’ll use the powerful healing mantra Raa Maa Daa Saa, also known at the 
“ultimate healing tool,” to raise our frequency and infuse the radiant healing energy of 
the cosmos into our collective field.  The vibrational medicine of this Siri Gaitri mantra 
will also help balance the left and right hemispheres of our brains and elevate our 
awareness into neutral mind.  We’ll finish with a gong bath relaxation layout to integrate 
the experience.  Join us for a powerful group healing meditation for the benefit of all. 
 
Michelle Moore 
 
Hi!  My name is Michelle Moore.  I am originally from Biloxi, MS.  My husband and I 
moved to the Birmingham area in December of 2005 after Hurricane Katrina.  I have 
two wonderful, fun and spunky boys ages 12 and 6. 

I started practicing Yoga in 2003.  The first class I went to kicked my rear-end and left 
me wanting more!  In 2004 I received my YogaFit certification and have been practicing 
ever since.  I have added many other certifications, Group Fitness with AFAA, TRX, and 
Schwinn Cycle.  I believe that Yoga can be taught anywhere, and that includes a fitness 
facility where you would not normally see a Yoga class. 

Through the years my practice has evolved in many different ways.  It has basically 
grown up with me.  It has followed my life cycle as a young twenty-year-old; from a 
hurricane disaster, two children, over a 70 lb. weight loss, a hurt knee from a half 
marathon, and one scare with my heart and being diagnosed with premature ventricular 
contractions later.  I have always returned to my meditations and asana’s.  This practice is 
truly meant to be shared.  

Yoga is for ALL!  Our limitations, age, disability do not matter. My passion is to bring 
this joy to as many as I can. I hope to see you on the mat! 

 
Hatha Flow and Fun with Circular Sun Salutations!   

 

Shannon Hancock 
Shannon Hancock (200-hr-RYT) discovered yoga through a difficult health diagnosis 
during college. After earning a B.A. in Political Science and working in the non-profit 
field, she completed yoga instructor certification (2013) with Akasha Ellis focusing on 



Ashtanga and Kundalini.  Shannon has since earned certification in restorative, chair yoga 
and reiki levels I & II. 

Shannon devotes herself full-time to teaching yoga and related arts in the Birmingham 
community, leading weekly group classes and providing private instruction. Her focus is 
on Ashtanga, Kundalini, restorative, yin and meditation. Shannon has special training and 
experience working with students with chronic illnesses and disorders such as 
fibromyalgia, depression, bipolar, addiction and eating disorders.  She leads weekly 
classes serving AIDS Alabama. 

Shannon maintains a strong daily practice and enjoys serving the community. She served 
as a board member for Sweet Om Alabama, a yoga-service non-profit and currently 
serves as a board member on a newly formed yoga service organization for LGBTQ 
populations. 

Shannon and Natalie Peach started Vulcan Yoga Teacher Training in 2017, graduating six 
new RYT certified yoga instructors. 

Kerry Burgess 

Kerry Burgess (200-hr-RYT) earned his B.M. in classical music at the San Francisco 
Conservatory of Music. He developed his passion performing and teaching various styles 
of music including classical, folk and ethnic styles. In 2015 Kerry earned his yoga 
certification under Akasha Ellis focusing on Ashtanga and Kundalini.  In addition to 
practicing law, Kerry teaches asana and pranayama group classes weekly in studios in 
Birmingham and provides live guitar music in various yoga settings. 

Introduction to Ashtanga Yoga with Live Music and Meditation  

Join Shannon Hancock and Kerry Burgess for an enjoyable practice that balances 
strength and flexibility. All levels will be welcome for this introduction to the Ashtanga 
Primary Series. The class will include live music and a short meditation/pranayama at the 
end.  
 
Andrew Tynes 

Andrew Tynes has been teaching Airplane for Adults (AcroYoga) in Birmingham, AL for 
the past two years. He *loves* this practice because it makes him feel like a giddy little 
kid again. He completed his 200hr teacher training with Lift School of Acrobatics in the 
summer of 2017.  

An Introduction to AcroYoga (Airplane for Adults) 

Come challenge your trust, communication, and comfort zones in this all level's 
AcroYoga class. Andrew calls AcroYoga, "Airplane for Adults" because that's what it is. 



You will be working with a group, making new friendships, and expanding your comfort 
zone. This practice is wonderfully accessible to all-levels. In this workshop we will play 
airplane with our friends in a whole new way. No Partner Necessary! 75 Minutes. 

Second class info as follows: 
 

Andrew (@Handstandrew) has been chasing his handstand dragon ever since he felt that 
first balance in 2017. Since then, he has spent time daily with his handstand. He loves 
putting handstands on everything including: cars, fire hydrants, people, tall rocks, small 
rocks, river beds, bridges, skateboards, ladders, chairs... the list goes on. 

 

Finding Your Handstand 

The ever-elusive handstand. So scary. So intimidating. And soooooooo cool! This class 
will break down the entrance to the handstand, teach you how to fall out of handstand 
safely, and introduce you to the concepts of balancing on your hands. Expect fun and be 
ready to put in some work! Recommended Pre-reqs: 30 second plank pose. 60 
Minutes. 

 
Deborah Mauldin 
Performer and teacher Deborah Annette Mauldin teaches at the University of 
Montevallo, and holds a Master of Science in PE and Dance from James Madison 
University in Harrisonburg, Virginia, and a Bachelor of Creative Arts in Dance from the 
University of North Carolina at Charlotte.  Deborah is a Past President of the American 
Dance Guild in New York City, and has been on the board of several other national 
dance service organizations including the American Association of Health, Physical 
Education, Recreation and Dance.   Deborah trained in Butoh with Saga Kobaashi and 
Joan Laage, in Classical Ballet with Martha Wynne and in modern dance with Gerda 
Zimmermann and Mary Anthony.  Deborah studied Isadora Duncan and Martha 
Graham/Eric Hawkins techniques.  Deborah also teaches ballroom dance, aerobics, 
dance therapies and Liturgical Dance, as well as Health and Wellness and First Aid/CPR 
classes at the University of Montevallo.  

 
Native American Shamanism, Spirit Animals and Relationship with Mother Earth 

  
This class explores the oftentimes mystical relationship that many early Native Americans 
had with the natural world around them.  The Native American world view was that, to 
quote Chief Seattle’s famous speech, man was simply “a part of the web of life” and that 
the flora and fauna surrounding him were brothers here on planet Earth.  Class will look 



at and discuss actual Native American artifacts such as coup sticks, feather bonnets, 
shaman headdresses and various fetishes, rattles and beadwork.  Class will end by looking 
at segments of a performance entitled “The Trail of Tears” that examines the ravage 
modern man has wrought upon the environment. 

 
 

 
Curt Fennell 

• Assistant Professor of Exercise Science at the University of Montevallo 
• Ph.D. in Exercise Physiology from Kent State University 
•  
• Eight years of Personal Training and Group Exercise experience 
• One year as a Strength and Conditioning Intern with Division I Collegiate 

Athletes 
• Certified Personal Trainer through American College of Sports Medicine 
• CrossFit Level 1 Trainer 
• Group Exercise Instructor through National Exercisers Trainers Association 

I fell in love with health and fitness at a young age. Since this time I have devoted a large 
portion of my life to learning and experiencing everything I can about exercise, exercise 
science, and health. I have had the privilege to work with a large variance of individual's 
from disabled, to beginners to elite division 1 athletes. My education, professional work 
experience, personal experience, and passion for helping others allow me to improve 
individual’s athleticism, fitness, and outlook on life. 
 
Exercise and Fitness Jeopardy 
 
We will be playing a Jeopardy game which covers exercise and fitness topics. This class 
will challenge your knowledge over such topics and uncover the myths and truths about 
exercise and fitness topics. There will be a bit of fitness happening during the class too 
(e.g., push-ups, squats, sit-ups, etc. ) 

 
 
Tori Wolfe-Sisson 
 
Tori Wolfe-Sisson is an Instructor for Yoga Unbound and Co-Founder of BLK Pearl. 
 
BLK Pearl is a learning and leisure organization cultivating wellness through visibility and 
economic development with Black, Brown, Indigenous, Transgender and Queer Women 
in the American South and Rural places around the Globe. 
 



Tori's personal yoga practice is Ashtanga yoga and earnest advocacy. 
 Lead organizer of the largest protests and rallies in support of LGBTQ+ people and 
youth immigrants in Alabama this decade, Tori has been a bridge between movement 
moments. Equity for all is the vision they work to see each day from dusk to dawn. A 
proud wife to the brilliant Shanté Wolfe-Sisson, lovingly aloof parent to Whammie the 
cat, Tori enjoys painting with friends, horseback riding and trips to the driving range. 
 
 
Trap Yoga 
 
Live DJ BLK Alchemy mixes during yoga instruction by 200 HR RYT Tori Wolfe-
Sisson. They use instrumentals from trap music and Lo-Fi beats to help students more 
easily tap into their personal peace beyond the class, in the car, store and even the club. 
Hatha flow with Kundalini and Ashtanga influences. Expect light to moderate class and 
some sweat. We have some props and will address modifications throughout the class. 
 
 
Glenda Conway 
 
Glenda Conway completed her yoga teacher training at Lexington Healing Arts 
Academy. She teaches yoga at the Anderson County Senior Center in Lawrenceburg, 
Kentucky. She retired from the University of Montevallo Department of English and 
Foreign Languages in 2015.  
 
Yoga Journaling (75 minutes) 
Participants in this practice will be led through three yoga sequences--hip openers, heart 
openers, and inversions--as preparation for three guided journaling sessions. Writing 
materials will be provided. 
 
 
Kewal Nam Kaur 
 
Kewal Nam began exploring the practice of yoga in 1998 in an effort to heal her hop and 
back injuries sustained while playing basketball at Rhodes College.  As her practiced 
deepened, Kewal Nam travelled to Sedona Arizona to train at 7 Centers Yoga Center, 
earning her 200-hour Yoga Alliance Teaching certification.  When Kewal Nam became 
pregnant with her first son in 2007, she found a passion for prenatal yoga.  She went to 
New York golden Bridge Yoga Studio and studies under Gurmukh Kaur Kahlsa to 
become certified in the Khalsa Way Prenatal Yoga program.  Practicing Kundalini yoga 
with Gurmukh, as well as with Akasha her in Birmingham, she established a strong 
person practice that deeply changed her life.  Feeling a strong desire to share this 
powerful technology of Kundalini yoga, she travelled to Boulder, Colorado, to train again 



with Gurmukh and other Golden Bridge Yoga senior teachers.  In 2011, she completed 
her level one KRI Kundalini Teacher Training Program and has been teaching Kundalini 
yoga and meditation for eight years. 
 
Kundalini Yoga for Healthy Adrenals and Liver 
Dissolve the effects of chronic stress on the body with this practice to strengthen the 
nervous system, nourish the adrenals and detox the liver. This all-levels class will leave 
you feeling light and energized! 
 
Natalie Peach 
 
500hr eRYT Yoga Certified. 
Former Montevallo Psychology and Art student, local yoga teacher, and Director and 
lead instructor of Vulcan Yoga Teacher Training.  My passion is to explore energy and its 
place in nature. Through yoga we are able to discover our deepest potential, what means 
to actually disperse our energy into our environment, and how to carefully and 
thoughtfully become consciously awake. While some of my classes are geared toward the 
duality of core strength and movement other classes I teach concentrate on flexibility, 
self-awareness, and meditation. However, all classes focus on unearthing authentic 
energy, love, and self-respect. 
 
Fun Flow "Vinyasa" 
Enjoy this energetic, musical, and FUN flow.  This class will make you feel FREE as you 
float and fly though postures while the music fills your soul.  This class is dynamic and 
peaceful as you deepen your body through flexibility, strength, and mindfulness.  Let’s 
have fun together as we light the fire from within! 
 
Cameron Strouss 
 
Cameron is the owner and founder of Deep Roots Apotheké & Clinic and has been 
studying herbal medicine for eight years and has over 4,000 hours of Sciences and Herbal 
Education. Cameron is a graduate of the University of Montevallo with a Biology Degree 
and Environmental Studies Minor, the Southeastern Institute for Traditional Herbal 
Studies and The Eclectic School of Herbal Medicine with her Clinical Herbal 
Certification. She was recently awarded the professional distinction of Registered 
Herbalist with the American Herbalist Guild (denoted RH, (AHG)) as well as the 
distinction of FH or Functional Herbalist. She also recently completed her 100 hour 
aromatherapy certification through the New York Institute of Aromatic Studies and is 
now a Level 1 Certified Aromatherapist. 
 
 
Herbals for a Yogi on a Bad Day 
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Cameron Strouss will focus on common ailments that all yogis face from time to time 
such as a sore or pulled muscle, fatigue, brain fog, and a bit more. Teaching how to use 
herbs to facilitate healing and well-being. 
 
 
 
 
 
 


